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Introduction
The idea of incorporating algebra into the K-8 mathematics curriculum has until recently
appeared misguided and impracticable. Algebra was thought to be distinct from arithmetic;
students studied arithmetic first, algebra afterwards, only after a solid foundation of
arithmetic had been laid. In addition, algebra had a bad reputation. For many students it
signaled a turning point in mathematics instruction where reasoning finally surrenders to
arbitrary rules, and they learn to manipulate x’s and y’s without having an underlying sense
of what they are doing. Further, algebra came to be seen as “an engine of inequity” (Kaput,
1995) and as a gateway into college and higher education for minority students (see Chazan,
1996; Moses, 1994). Many educators wondered with good reason whether algebra would
contribute to students’ life skills. If adolescents were having trouble with algebra, and ample
studies showed that they were (Booth, 1984; Da Rocha Falcão, 1993; Filloy & Rojano, 1989;
Kieran, 1985, 1989; Laborde, 1982; Resnick, Cauzinille-Marmeche, & Mathieu, 1987; Sfard
& Linchevsky, 1994; Steinberg, Sleeman & Ktorza, 1990; Vergnaud, 1985; Vergnaud,
Cortes, & Favre-Artigue, 1987; Wagner, 1981), what could possibly recommend teaching it
to even younger students?
To help children overcome the difficulties encountered during algebra instruction,
researchers proposed activities to help ease the transition from arithmetic to algebra (e.g.,
Herscovics & Kieran, 1980; Rojano, 1996; Sutherland & Rojano, 1993). The view that
adolescent difficulties with algebra could be minimized through a slow transition from
arithmetic to algebra was until recently shared by the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics Standards (NCTM). The 1989 edition of the NCTM Standards proposed that
1
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algebra should be introduced from grades 5 to 8 as a generalization of arithmetic while
“focus on its own logical framework and consistency” (p. 150) should be the goal of
instruction in grades 9 to 12.
A change in this view has been slowly developing and announced in the reflections of the
Algebra Working Group (NCTM, 1997). Finally, in the new NCTM Standards (2000) we
find a clear shift in the recommendations for the elementary education curriculum. The new
Standards propose that activities that will potentially nurture children's algebraic reasoning
should start at the very first years of schooling.
Actually, some researchers had been arguing that for years. Davis (1985, 1989) argued that
preparation for algebra should begin in grade two or three. Bodanskii (1991) proposed the
introduction of algebra could happen as early as grade one. Vergnaud (1988) suggested that
instruction in algebra or pre-algebra should start at the elementary school level so that
students would be better equipped to deal later with the epistemological issues involved in
the transition from arithmetic to algebra. Kaput (1995) proposed the integration of algebraic
reasoning across all grades as the key to adding coherence, depth, and power to school
mathematics, eliminating the late, abrupt, isolated, and superficial high school algebra
courses: “An algebrafied K-12 curriculum helps democratize access to powerful ideas”
(Kaput, 1995).
Even when they accept the general rationale of early algebra, teachers are understandably
puzzled by such a radical departure from the present state of affairs. How should this be
done? Are we trying to move too fast, requiring children to deal with issues that are beyond
their understanding? Is it a matter of accelerating learning? Or are we nurturing children's
algebraic thinking? What kinds of problems should be used? What sorts of new demands
does this place on teachers and students? What sorts of adjustments in teaching and learning
promise to be fruitful?
These questions require research. Recently, mathematics educators have begun to
systematically investigate algebraic reasoning in the elementary and middle school levels.
Notable among these are the efforts of the Early Algebra Research Group (Kaput et al,
1999b), and the studies by Carpenter & Levi (1998), Kaput (in press), and Schifter (1998).
Developmental studies have revealed that even seven year-olds can understand the logic of
equations when grounded in reasoning about quantities (Brito Lima, 1996; Brito Lima & da
Rocha Falcão, 1997; Schliemann, 1999; Schliemann, Brito-Lima & Santiago, 1992;
Schliemann, Carraher, Pendexter, & Brizuela, 1998). Additionally children in elementary
school classrooms have been found to use algebraic reasoning while they interact with their
peers and the teacher to solve relatively complex, open-ended problems (Davis, 1971-72;
Schifter, 1998). In our own classroom intervention work, we found that third graders use
algebraic reasoning and notation in the classroom and in interviews (Brizuela, Carraher, &
Schliemann, 2000; Carraher, Brizuela, & Schliemann, 2000; Schliemann, Carraher, &
Brizuela, 2000). Furthermore, there has been at least one eminently successful attempt to
integrate algebra into mathematics teaching and learning beginning from the first grade (viz,
Bodanskii, 1991). These intriguing developments have helped mathematics educators
gradually realize that arithmetic and elementary algebra can intertwine throughout the
curriculum.
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As part of this effort, we are systematically investigating second to fourth graders’
understanding of algebraic concepts, relations, and notation. We plan to chart children’s
intuitive understanding and how it evolves throughout teaching experiments designed to
exploit the potentially algebraic nature of arithmetic and thinking about quantities. In this
presentation we will explore some preliminary results of this study.

Our point of view
Sfard and Linchevski (1994) describe students' difficulties in adopting a structural conception
of mathematics and propose that both historically and ontologically, algebra is first
conceived as process oriented and only later becomes reified and conceived as objects or
structures. They attribute students’ difficulties in reifying algebra to instruction that adopts
the structural approach from the outset, when the student cannot differentiate the processobject duality inherent to algebra nor cope with functions.
We agree with Sfard and Linchevski that there is a natural evolution from understanding
mathematics as process to understanding mathematics as structure. But we also suspect that
many of the difficulties that algebra and pre-algebra students experience are artifacts of their
early mathematics instruction. We believe their difficulties stem largely from:
•

A reliance on restricted problem sets (e.g. emphasis on change problems with few
comparison and missing addend problems in early arithmetic)

•

A focus on notation as a means for registering computations rather than for providing
a description of what is known about a problem

•

A focus on computation of particular set values rather than on relations among sets.

We do not deny that there are developmental constraints to learning. We suggest, however,
that students’ difficulties are accentuated and prolonged by the stark separation between
arithmetic and algebra. This separation cannot be adequately handled by programs designed
to ease the “transition” from arithmetic to algebra, but requires that they be integrated, where
possible, from the very start.
Many of the notational tools used in arithmetic can be presented in new ways. In traditional
arithmetic the equals sign, =, is often interpreted as the unidirectional “gives” or “yields”; in
the algebraic universe of discourse equality is a bi-directional statement. Similarly, in
traditional arithmetic the plus sign, +, is restricted to the idea of joining or increasing
amounts, whereas in algebra it is often used where no such actions or events occur.
Operators can be explored in a broader manner much earlier, in arithmetical settings.
We have been exploring how this might be achieved with regard to the operations of
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. We believe there are good reasons for
treating arithmetical operations as functions in early mathematics instruction. We will spend
the main part of this paper exploring examples and clarifying our view. In the next two
sections we will present partial results of an exploratory, year long, third grade classroom
intervention study. The first section refers to addition as functions and the second to
multiplication as functions. After that we will discuss some of the main challenges we
identified in children’s development as they deal with number relations and contextual
constraints that are inherent to problem solving activities.
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Addition as a function.
A Bare Bones Example
One of the best kept secrets of early mathematics education is that addition is a function or at
least, can be viewed as a function. Clearly, nothing obliges us to treat addition as a function.
Some would argue that it is sufficient to treat addition as a binary operation between
numbers2. This is precisely how students are introduced to addition and subtraction, when
they learn, for example, that 3+5 yields 8 or that, if Samantha has 3 candies and gets 5 more
candies, she will have 8 candies. To view addition as a function requires that addition be
treated as an operation on a set of numbers or quantities. Offhand, this might seem
hopelessly foreign to the thinking of an 8 or 9 year-old child. However, it pays to look at
what children themselves can tell us about the issue.
The following example comes from a teaching experiment we carried out with a group of 18
third-grade students from a public school in the greater Boston region. The episode concerns
our eighth lesson in which students were filling out values for different cells in tables. In the
previous weeks, we had worked with the class developing activities that will be described
later. During the seventh class and at the beginning of the eighth class we realized that
students were filling out data tables (correctly) without focusing on what we considered to be
the essential relations among the values, or at least not construing the relations as we did.
[We will provide more information on this later, as it bears on other important issues related
to multiplicative functions.] The instructor, David, then decided to play a number game that
would introduce the convention for mapping values from one set onto another:
David: Let's work backwards.
Students: Yeah!
David: We'll start from the numbers, and then you tell me what the rule is. Can you,
can you do that?
Students: Yes!
David: Alright, I'm going to start, I'm not going to tell you what the rule is. Hold on,
um. I'm going to start with 3. Hold on, hold on. Then I'm going to go to
there, to 6. Paying attention? OK, and now, if I start from 7, I'm going to go
to ten.
As the discussion progresses, David writes the following pairs of numbers on the board:

2

We are using the term number in a broad sense to include both “pure” numbers and those associated with
physical quantities.
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Student: Um, can I tell you the rule?
David: Does anybody have the rule figured out? If I start from 5, I'm going to go
to…
Student: 8.
David: Yes, it will go to 8. [Laughs], I think somebody knows the rule. (Sara, raising
her hand, is aching to be called on.) Jennifer, what were you thinking, what's
the rule?
Jennifer: Plus 3?
David: Yeah, if I start from n, then I have to go to what?
Student: Plus 3.
David: 3?
Student: You have to add 3.
David: I have to add three to what?
Student: To the n.
David: Yes, to the n. So how am I going to write that down?
Students: N plus 3.
David: Yeah, that's the rule! [writes n ‡ n +3]
Student: Oh, we need something harder than that!
David: You need something harder?
Student: Yeah!
What are the children showing us they understand? For one thing, they seem to take the rule,
“n becomes n +3” as applying to all three of the cases that were presented. Hence n does not
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stand for a particular number but rather for each and every number that served as input3. In
this way, the n stands not necessarily for one particular instance as an unknown, but as a
variable in a description of the relationship between the pairs of numbers.
We do not wish to transmit the impression that the notation, n ‡ n +3, was spontaneously
invented by the students. As we will see later, before this class we had worked with them on
developing notations for variables. Clearly, the instructor plays a significant role in the
above discussion about describing the rule. When one student describes the rule as “plus
three”, the instructor seizes upon the opportunity to focus on the names of values before and
after the application of the rule4. When he refers to the input value as n, the original
suggestion, “plus three”, seems somehow inconsistent. So the students suggest amending
the output value to “n plus 3”. The transition from understanding letters as unknowns, to
understanding them as variables is notoriously difficult, even for adolescents. However, in
the above described activity we see third graders transitioning from the use of unknowns to
the use of variables. This becomes even clearer if we look more closely at the reasoning one
of the students volunteered about this rule:
David: How about this one?
Melissa: Because you have, well, you can say you have ten then you add three more,
and which, I mean, you have eleven then you add three more, equals fourteen.
Yeah and say if you needed a twelve, That equals 15.
David: Hold on, twelve becomes 15. Yes, that's correct.
Melissa: And I think the higher we go, the higher the numbers get, and ...
David: That's right. So could you do a hundred?
Students: A hundred and three
David: That's great, this is really neat.
Melissa: And if you do a thousand, you get a thousand and three.
David: Okay.
Student: One million, one million and three.
Melissa and the children around her understand that the rule can apply not only to the
specific values chosen earlier but also to numbers not previously considered. One suspects
that, had they been asked, they would have considered the rule applicable to all (natural)
numbers.
Melissa’s first offers the cases of 11, then 12, and then attempts to generalize: “the higher we
go, the higher the numbers get”. This suggests that she is referring to two sets of numbers,
3

One of the children actually suggested, later in the class, that we refer to the terms on each side as “in” and
“out”; we did so, and quickly moved to the expressions “input” and “output” to characterize the values of the
domain and the values of the image, respectively.
4

The students, by the way, were already familiar with the convention of using a letter to stand for an
undetermined value --“any number”--though they may have been considering the letters mostly as unknowns.
But now they were being asked to use it in a shorthand notation that expresses a whole set of values before and
after a rule is applied, i.e, as a variable.
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the numbers chosen (“the higher we go”) as well as the numbers that emerge from applying
the rule (“the higher the numbers get”). The numbers are connected one to one as ordered
pairs; for each number-input there is a respective output number. But she can also mentally
scan the diverse cases in an ordered fashion and think about how variations in input are
related to variations in output. The numbers co-vary according a remarkably simple pattern:
as input values increase, the output values increase, with the constraint that the latter are in
every case precisely three units more than the former.
Such an example convinces us that young children can begin to think about addition and
subtraction as additive functions and to understand and use algebraic notation, such as n ‡ n
+3.
But we need to recognize this is a bare bones example. Only the most essential information
is given: input and output numbers. No physical quantities are referred to, no worldly, outof-school context need be considered.
Let us now turn our attention to some examples from previous work (fourth week) with the
same class, when we introduced the idea of additive functions embedded in word problems.

Additive Functions and Word Problems
Certain conditions must be met for an applied context to represent a simple additive function
such as, n ‡n + 3. Both the variable element (n) and the constant element (3) must
correspond to measurable physical quantities, sometimes referred to as “concrete numbers”
(Fridman, 1991/1969), as opposed to disembodied, pure numbers. They also must be of the
same nature: for example, if n represents length then 3 must also represent (a particular)
length. Furthermore, since n is variable, the rule (n‡ n+3) must credibly encompass a set of
cases or instances.
In our work with second and third grade pupils, we have worked with three sorts of
contexts—ages, money, and heights. Let us now look at some of the issues that came to the
fore as students worked with additive functions involving heights.
It might seem odd to introduce heights as a context for an additive function. After all, people
grow at different rates throughout their lives. But suppose the problem-poser tells us that
there is a particular difference in the heights of two children at a certain moment in time, say,
that Frank is two inches shorter than Jamie. If we have no other information, we can deduce
neither of the children’s heights. However, we do know the difference in their heights, and
from that difference we can generate a set of possible solution pairs. We can vary Frank’s
height (since it is not fixed, it is free to vary), for example, and look at what each case would
imply about Jamie’s height. Whereas a problem about ages can be considered as a change
function--variation reflected presumed changes in physical quantities over time--a problem
about heights has a different character. Each 3-tuple of heights is a legitimate mathematical
answer to the problem. However the data collection does not capture different states of a
single phenomenon over time. In fact, if we restrict ourselves to a single moment in time, as
the problem seems to require, then at most one case could be true (a person can have only
one height). For such reasons we might refer to the heights problem as a multiple scenarios
function.
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We posed a problem of this sort to our class of third grade students (see diagram below) in
order to see whether they would treat it as a case of an additive function.

Tom is 4 inches taller than Maria.
Maria is 6 inches shorter than
Leslie.
Draw tom’s height, Maria’s height,

.

and Leslie’s height

Show what the numbers 4 and 6
refer to.

Maria

Maria’s Height

One of the reasons we devised this problem was to create conditions that might discourage
the students from solving problems by quickly performing computations on the numbers
without thinking about the relationships between the physical quantities referred to in the
problem. Since the heights of the characters could not be determined from the information
given in the problem, we reasoned they would be forced to focus on the additive relations
rather than perform computations on particular heights.
Here we wish to draw attention to two findings, each of which bear on the issue at hand,
namely, treating addition and subtraction as additive functions. The findings concern the
students’ (a) proclivity to instantiate with single values and (b) use of algebraic notation. In a
separate paper, we focus on the issue of how children represent differences (Carraher,
Schliemann, & Brizuela, 2000).

Instantiation.
Although we viewed the problem as open to many possible solutions, the students’ were
initially inclined to seek out a single solution. In fact, their first reading of the problem led
them to use the numbers given in the problem as the heights (in inches) of the children in the
story. One student suggested that the third child’s height must be 10 inches tall, since 6 plus
4 equals 10. These sorts of reactions are understandable given the students’ prior history
with word problems, which they could solve by adding or subtracting, paying minimal
attention to the words and context and to the relations between the different numbers in the
problem.
After discussing this problem at length, students began to realize the order of the children by
height and further, that the numbers in the problem represented differences instead of
heights. The following drawing was typical of how students represented the heights of the
children in the story:
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Twelve students provided drawings in which particular values were given for each child’s
height, even though nothing in the problem suggested that. In other words, they instantiated
the children’s heights at particular values. In seven of the twelve cases, they attributed
heights’ values that were consistent with the information given about the differences in
heights. Of the remaining six children (of the total of 18), we do not know whether they did
not mention particular heights because they understood that the problem admitted many
possible solutions.
In the following classroom example, Kevin explains how he represented the problem:
Kevin: So she's (Leslie) taller than Tom by two inches. Mmhumm… cos Tom's taller
than Maria by four inches… Mmhumm… and Maria is taller than, and Leslie
is taller than Maria by six inches so that means that if he's taller than her by
four inches and she, then Leslie has to be taller than Tom by two inches.
Bárbara: Mm… and to figure that out do you need to know exactly how high each
one is?
Kevin: Yes
Bárbara: You do? How did you do it if you don't know how high they are?
Kevin: I do... cuz Maria's... Maria's…
Bárbara: Tell me exactly how high they are.
Kevin: Maria's... four feet six inches… and uh…
Bárbara: Where did you get that from?
Kevin: I don't know it just looks like that.
Bárbara: I think, I think you're just inventing that.
Kevin: I am.
Kevin instantiated Maria's height to 4 ft. 6 in. (was this another way to get the numbers 4 and
6 into the problem?) and then generated values for the other children consistent with the
Early Algebra
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information about the relations among the heights. His answer is perfectly consistent with
the data, but it suggests that he was not treating the heights as variable quantities but instead
as unknowns. Most of the other students seemed to approach the problem in this way, at
least until a function table was introduced.

Students’ use of algebraic notation
In word problem situations (as opposed to the “rule game situation” discussed earlier)
students quickly learned the convention that “n”, or any letter, could stand for “any number”.
However, it is one thing to parrot this definition; it is an altogether different thing to apply it
to diverse contexts. The latter requires considerably more.
In the “heights lesson” described above we introduced a function table of possible values
(see below) to highlight the fact that more than one set of conditions (“story”) was consistent
with the information given. The students appeared to accept this multiplicity of possible
answers naturally, even though it was not their spontaneous way of proceeding.
What if…

Tom

Story 1

34 in.

Story 2

37 in.

Story 3

Maria

37 in.

Story 4
Story 5

Leslie

37 in.
T

We intended that Story 5 be thought of as a general case (despite being called Story 5) and
we hoped that the students would be able to express Maria and Leslie’s heights with respect
to T, which we explained as standing for “Tom’s height, whatever that might be”. Most
students found this puzzling, and several suggested calling Maria and Leslie’s heights M and
L, respectively. Indeed, if the convention was to use the first letter of Tom’s name to
indicate his height, it made perfect sense to do likewise for the other two children. Others
suggested that Maria and Leslie’s heights should also be designated as “T”, arguing that T
could stand for any height.
When we pointed out that assigning T to Maria’s height would mean that Tom and Maria
were of the same height, the students tended to realize that this might lead to a
misunderstanding. The conversation then switched to the issue of “what we should call four
less than T?”
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The table above shows Kevin’s answer’s for the diverse scenarios. He easily accepts the idea
that there might be more than one solution to the problem. In the final case, where Tom's
height was given as T, Kevin expressed Maria’s height as "T-4". Kevin already knew that
Leslie' s height must be two greater than Tom’s; he labels her height "T+2".
After such a remarkable achievement—after all, it was Kevin’s first use of algebraic notation
to describe a word problem—we asked Kevin to explain his reasoning to the rest of the class.
His explanation shows him trying to find words for this new notation (note, for instance, the
interpretation for T as "tall"):
Kevin: Oh, OK, “Tall.” Tom's taller than Maria by 4 inches, and tall plus two
equals… Leslie's taller than Tom by two inches (pointing to T+2 for Leslie).
Kevin's use of the letter, T, is reminiscent of other students’ use of n to stand for “none”,
“nine”, or for “nineteen”. Perhaps “tall” it felt strange to describe Leslie according to a letter
that stood for another student’s name. It may have been more helpful to use a letter such as x
that does not seem intimately associated with one character in the story.

Multiplication as a Function
It is another one of the best kept secrets in mathematics education that multiplication tables
are function tables. Were this widely recognized, there would be little reason for heated
discussions among educators about whether students need be taught the multiplication tables.
Discussion could instead focus on the more challenging and fruitful issue of how
multiplication tables might be introduced and made use of in instruction. We noted above
that nothing obliges one to treat addition as a function (even though there are good reasons
for doing so). The same goes for multiplication. One can view a multiplication table as a
kind of crib sheet, a list of answers to a series of "problems", a register of number facts. But
there are good reasons for viewing multiplication as a function, and multiplication tables as
function tables.
When we think of a multiplication table as a function table, it takes on additional
significance. We can think of the values in each column as variables linked by a relation of
direct proportion, as the sampling of a domain and a range. We may conceive of each row as
Early Algebra
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containing coordinates of a single point in a Cartesian plane. The collection of points traces
out a straight, dotted line graph. We can think about points in the graph missing from the
table: points between rows as well as points in quadrant 3. We scan the different
multiplication tables, from 1 to 12, and note how the table's number corresponds to a
respective slope. We can wonder what is three-ish about the "times 3" table when graphed?
Can we expect nine year old children to view multiplication tables in this way? Clearly, not
all at once. But it is surprisingly easy for them to begin thinking in such ways. Let us
approach this the other way around. In the following examples, presented in the sequence
they occurred during two of our weekly meetings, we began by involving children in the task
of filling out a table of values. Then we will look at how, from a column wise approach, the
children naturally related the activity to multiplication tables. Finally, we will show how, in
a guess my rule game, they focused upon functional relationships and general notations.

Filling out function tables
In the seventh week of our classroom activities, the 18 third graders in the study were
intensively working on learning the multiplication tables. Our first challenge at this point
was to design situations that would allow children to understand multiplication as a
functional relationship between two quantities.
We began our series of three lessons on multiplicative functions, by asking students to fill out
the partially completed table below. Each child received a work sheet, but we suggested that
they work in pairs and discuss their solutions with each other.
The partially completed table
Mary had a table with the prices for boxes of Girl Scout cookies. But it
rained and some numbers were wiped out. Let’s help Mary fill out her table:

Boxes of cookies

Price
$ 3.00

2

$ 6.00

3
$ 12.00
5
6
$ 21.00
8
9
10

$ 30.00

The task was to figure out the price of different numbers of boxes of cookies, if each box cost
three dollars. From our point of view, in some cases they would need to determine the price,
Early Algebra
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given the number of boxes. In others, given the price, they would need to determine the
number of boxes. This, however, is not what the children did, as we can see in the
interaction between one of the authors (Ana) and two students, Yasmeen and James:
Ana [pointing to the topmost empty cell]: What do you think should come in here?
Yasmeen: One.
Ana: Yeah, let's write it. Now, let's go to a more difficult one. [Noticing that
Yasmeen has filled in the remaining missing values for column one] Oh, that's clever,
so now you have all the numbers in the first column. So, one is three. Two is six.
How much should one pay for three?
James: This would be nine [the price for three].
Ana: Yeah, okay, a nine. Why do you think it's a nine? Explain it to Yasmeen.
James: You times by three. Three, six, nine, twelve... goes on and on.
Ana: Yeah, yeah.
Yasmeen: Yeah, because it's something like...
Ana: Yeah, okay. Would you fill it up, the next one?
James: Fifteen, eighteen.
Ana: Very good. Yeah. [Y: Hey, can I take a book?] That's right. That's right…You
have your multiplication table there? [Yasmeen has taken out her
multiplication table from inside her desk] Oh, this is great Yasmeen. That's,
mm hmm
Yasmeen realized that she could fill out column one by counting by 1’s. James has perhaps
drawn Yasmeen's attention to the three-times table through his remark, "You times by three".
Once Yasmeen realizes that the cookie-price table works just like multiplying by three, she
consults her book to make sure her answers are in accordance with the multiplication table. A
few children, like Yasmeen, related the task to the multiplication tables they were
memorizing and used the latter to fill out the second column in the table.
Many students in the class, like Yasmeen and James, appear to treat each column, items and
price, as separate problems. Their "blind-building up" approach leads to correct answers. But
it may not be conducive to thinking about the general relationships between price and items.
We were concerned that students think about function tables not merely as vertical sequences
of numbers. There were three reasons for this concern.
Firstly, the fact that the table could be filled by proceeding downward in each column was
an artifact of how the table had been constructed. Nothing required that we order the rows.
The table would be just as valid were the rows jumbled. But clearly, one would not then be
able to fill out the table in a columnwise fashion: the sequences would no longer involve
constant differences.
Secondly, we were inclined to distrust a related columnwise approach known as "building
up" (Schliemann, Carraher, & Brizuela, 2000). We had repeatedly found in prior research
(Carraher, Carraher, & Schliemann, 1985; Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993;
Schliemann & Magalhães, 1990; Schliemann & Carraher, 1992; Schliemann & Nunes, 1990)
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that people in out-of-school situations would solve what we thought of a multiplication
problems through a coordinated building up in each of two measure spaces, something
Vergnaud (1983, 1988) has described as a "scalar approach" to proportionality problems. It
is not that building up approaches do not work, although, to be sure, they often did pose
problems when the final step was smaller than the unit one had been using to build up
(Schliemann & Carraher, 1992). However, it is very difficult to get from a building up
description such as "for every 2 units of x, you take 5 units of y" to a succinct, algebraic
formulation of the function.
Thirdly, differences between successive column values do not remain constant for higher
order functions (even when the rows are ordered). A columnwise approach was thus of
limited usefulness.
It is always useful to compare values across rows in a function table. So we pursued two
lines to encourage the students to focus on cross column relations. First, we used function
tables with missing rows or unordered input values, and we began to work with variations of
the guess-my-rule game.

From Computation to Functions
In the eighth weekly meeting we reviewed the earlier work with the “3n table” this time
including a final row with the input value of "n". Our goal was to encourage the children to
think about the general relationship depicted in the table, and to formulate the output in more
general terms.
Again, children easily filled in the blanks by counting by ones in the first column and
counting by 3s in the second. David asked them to explain how they found the number that
corresponded to 4 and one child responded that he added four threes. For the same question
regarding the second row, one child explained that it was three times two and another stated
that she had added 4 to 2. When he repeated the question for the nth row, Sara, states: "add 3
up; 11 times 3 equals 33; n probably stands for 11." Other children also considered that n
was 11 and that the corresponding value in the second column was 33. We believe this may
have been provoked by the fact that the “nth” case followed right after the 10th case.
David explained that "n stands for anything." A child stated: "It could be any number."
After discussion and examples, three children maintained 33 as a response in their
worksheets, three left the cell blank, five adopted n+n+n or nnn5 as their response, and seven
adopted the notation 3n or nx3. One girl wrote on her work sheet the expression nx3
followed by the equals sign: "nx3=".
We then introduced a table with several new features (see below). There were breaks in the
rows at several places to give a sense of discontinuity. This feature was included to
discourage blind building up. Our hope was that these breaks would force students to
consider the functional relationship across columns. But even more significantly, this table
represented a function with an additive term, namely, 2x +1.

5

In the case of the notation “nnn”, we interpreted it as a case of repeated addition, as opposed to a case of
multiplication.
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The partially completed table for y = 2x +1
X

Y

1

3

2

5

3

7

4

9

5
6
7
8
9
10

20

30

100

N

The children did not spontaneously focus upon the functional relationship and needed
considerable help to complete this table. The task was clearly difficult and perplexing.
In reviewing the problem with the class, David wrote the rule nx2+1 on the board and
worked with the whole class, assigning different values to n and asking the students to
determine the result. He then asked the students to consider what the table would look like
had the second column been equal to 3n+2. He suggested several values for n, including zero
and 1000, and children computed the output. While they worked on this last rule, Melissa
volunteered: “It’s like doing the 3’s table and adding 2 more.” Her remark made it clear that
she found it natural to explain the pattern as multiplication followed by addition.
After that the instructor decided to introduce the guess my rule game (see previously
described activity for the additive rule n+3). This was the first occasion on which the
children saw the mapping convention (input, arrow, output) for describing a function. After
working with the n‡n+3 rule, at the children’s demand to give them “something harder”, he
wrote the following number pairs (see below), one by one, and asked the children to guess
the rule he was using.
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The transcription below shows the enthusiastic participation of children in this rather
challenging task.
David: You want to try it? Pardon me?
If I give you a 3, you got to get a 5 out. …You think you still know? You
think you know, Michael?
Michael: Yeah.
David: If I gave you an n, okay. For the first one, how do you get from 5 to 9?
Michael: Add 4.
David: You add 4. And if I add 4 to 3?
Students: No.
David: You could have been right, because that's one way to get from 5 to 9.
However, this rule, it can't be that rule because it didn't work for the second
one. Because if I had a 4 [as the number to add on to the input], this [the
output] would become seven, and it became 5. Let me give you another
example.
Sara: I think I know.
David: If I give you a one, do you know what you'd get from this?
James: Oh, I know!
David: James, let's see if he's got it.
Student: You have to add 2.
David: You add two? So if you add two to five, you get how much?
Student: 9.
David: You don't get 9.
Students: 7.
David: Actually, this is not as hard. If I give you a one, you'd have to get out a one.
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Student: One times one would be one.
David: One times one would be one, but five times five isn't nine.
Sara: I know!
David: Sara, give us a hint... clarify it for us.
Sara: Two times that number minus 1.
David: Wow! Sara, come here. Write it up here, this is brilliant. Write it up here, if
you can generalize it.
[Sara goes up to the board to complete “her rule”, filling in the right term, nx2-1]

David: N times 2 minus 1. Have you guys got this figured out, did you see what she
did?
David: So you have to use which times table, Sara? This is really something.
Students: Harder! Harder!
Sara was the one who first found the rule. And it is likely that she was among a small
minority of students who could infer a linear function from series of instances. However,
once she gave the rule, the other seemed to immediately recognize that it worked, and they
eagerly took turns showing that they understood what was going on, as in Nathia's case:
Nathia: The number two, you times it two more times, then you take away 1 and it
ends up to 3.
David: Right. You're explaining it the way Michael was explaining it. That's correct.
So you times it times two, whatever that number was, and then you take away
one. We're using now Sarah's rule.
Shortly after that Jennifer walked up to David and whispered in his ear that he should work
with the rule, “4x + 4”. Once again, Sara solved the rule, and other students took turns
explaining why the rule works.
Our main point is not that students quickly and decisively mastered linear functions. We do
wish to point out, however, that linear functions can begin to be explored as extensions to
students’ work with multiplication tables. Further, even though third grade students will not
all identify the linear functions underlying data tables, they can learn significant things in the
resulting discussions.

Mathematical Structures Versus Worldly Constraints
In setting out to write this paper, there were times when we wondered whether the main
thesis was obvious. Who could possibly fail to notice the relevance of multiplication and
addition to a function such as 3x +7? After all, these are the very operations one uses to
produce output values from input values!
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After one has studied functions, such ideas may indeed appear self-evident. But we need to
look at the issue not from our own present perspective, but rather from the perspective of
learners and teachers in early mathematics instruction. Whereas in curricula about functions
there are abundant references to the role of arithmetical operations, the reverse is not true.
Many mathematics curricula designed for young learners contain little material that evokes
the concept of function6. We do not mean simply that the term, function, does not appear.
Rather, operations tend to be treated solely as procedures for acting upon individual numbers.
In treating arithmetical operations as functions, one encourages students to use and consider
patterns in sets of numbers. These patterns manifest themselves in the repeated actions of
students: students carry out the same computational routines on each and every numerical
input. One can also view the patterns lying in the numbers themselves7. But there are many
ways to read off or interpret number patterns. Natural language is student’s first recourse for
this task. However, algebraic notation allows students to capture these patterns in very
succinct ways. Our initial results seem to suggest that young learners may be able to use
such notation earlier than we had formerly suspected. The whole point of introducing
algebraic notation early is not to accelerate children’s movement across the vast spaces of the
curriculum. It is more a question of making use of the opportunities for generalization that
early mathematics affords. Early algebra is about teaching arithmetic more deeply.

Contexts
Arithmetic is the science of number, but it is also involves concrete numbers, and so, is a
science of quantities8. What does this imply for early arithmetic and the algebrafication of
arithmetic?

6

A similar phenomenon occurs with regard to fractions. It may be obvious to us that one can produce a fraction
such as 2/3 by dividing one integer by another but presently many texts fail to raise this important connection.
In 1985, Booth found that the great majority of 11-15 year olds in the United Kingdom did not think the
expression, 3÷4, was related to fractions.
7

We realize that functions need not have an underlying pattern, but in early mathematics instruction such
“misbehaved” functions are not nearly as important as well-behaved functions.
8

Work in pre-school mathematical thinking and in everyday mathematics (Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher,
1993; Schliemann, Carraher, & Ceci, 1997) shows that early mathematical understanding rests upon action and
reflections about actions on physical quantities before such entities are clothed in the language and nonlinguistic symbols of formal mathematics. Young children, for example, understand that various sorts of
“amounts” remain constant despite alterations in their physical arrangement long before they have worked with
notation for equations (Schliemann, 1999; 2000; Schliemann, Carraher, Pendexter, & Brizuela, 1998).
Furthermore, children seem to develop intuitive notions of relative magnitude, ratio and proportion well before
they encounter these topics at school (Resnick & Singer, 1993). Quantities are also crucial in the development
of concepts of function and rate (as well as to algebraic notation) (Schwartz, 1992). Quantities serve as
forerunners of mathematical variables, essential components of functions. One commonly thinks of quantities
as "what you plug in for the value of x in an equation [of the family, y = mx + b] to get out a value for y". But
this view leads to a conflation of concepts of quantity, number, and measure. In the realm of mathematics
education (as opposed to mathematics as a discipline) quantities are inferred qualities of objects, inferred
properties of collections of objects and, in most cases, mental objects that can be acted upon (Thompson, 1994).
A person conceives of quantities when he or she views objects as capable of being ordered, counted, or
measured along a continuum of possibilities. Our work is based on the premise that understanding of algebraic
relations and of conventional algebraic notation can emerge from opportunities to reason about quantities.
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Our earlier studies of everyday mathematics suggested, time and time again, that rich,
worldly contexts provided meaningful frameworks for children to learn about mathematical
ideas. We noted how commercial transactions, for example, lent support to the logic of
multiplication (“the more you pay, the more you get”, “change returned to a customer should
always be less than the amount received”, etc.). Further, street vendors naturally viewed
multiplication through the building up of quantities in separate measure spaces (amount and
price). We noted how, in contrast, multiplication routines taught in school tended to direct
attention away from the worldly problem context and towards actions upon strings of digits.
On several occasions we criticized school approaches for ignoring the everyday mathematics
children developed out of school. Perhaps we believed that school learning would ideally be
closely grounded in children’s everyday understandings.
However we recognize that algebraic knowledge is not always grounded in thinking about
quantities. There is a very legitimate sense in which algebra can be viewed as a syntactically
guided manipulation of formalisms (Kaput, 1995). And there is a point where one can forget
about the situations that gave rise to the algebra and extend one’s knowledge within the rules
of the algebraic symbolic system without having to return to the situations that originally
gave meaning to the expressions (Resnick, 1985).
Our third grade students did seem to benefit from working with numerical relations
unassociated with particular physical settings. Just as air tables simplify our reasoning about
forces (by eliminating friction), function tables of pure numbers can expose the essential
structure of mathematical relations.
But we must be careful not to be lured into viewing worldly contexts as mere distractions.
Do particular contexts and physical quantities merely provide noise that students must learn
to filter out? We think not.
Much of the power and meaning of mathematics comes from our ability to apply it to a wide
range of situations. This can only achieved by working out how mathematical concepts and
representational tools relate to the particular characteristics of the situations. We must be
careful not to dismiss the considerable effort students must make in such adaptations.
For example, in working with second grade students on a problem of the relative ages of
siblings, the following issues became prominent (1) age differences may appear to change if
only one of two siblings has reached their birthday in a given year (2) newborns need to be
assigned an age in years completed (3) unborn siblings, both fetuses and yet unconceived
children needed to be considered (the issue then became to wonder about what sense it makes
to consider the age of a child several years before it has been born); and (4) some young
students may see no need for the difference in ages of siblings to remain constant over long
periods (some will argue, for instance, that an initial gap of 4 years can be reduced to one
year or increased to 6 years).
The following interview with Jennifer and Melissa exemplifies the struggles children go
through as they are asked to deal with pure mathematical relations versus mathematics as it
applies to situations or to quantities with referents.
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The tension between generalization and instantiation
Between the sixth and the seventh weeks of classroom activities we interviewed children
about issues related to the content of the different lessons. The interviews served as an
additional source of data as well as an opportunity for the children to develop a greater
understanding of problems similar to those presented in class. By then the students had
become noticeably familiar with additive differences. But their understanding of unknowns
and variables was still under development, as the following interview excerpt reveals. We
enter the interview precisely when two pupils, Jennifer and Melissa, are explaining what
"x+3" means. The context was a height problem in which Martha was said to be three inches
taller than Alan:
David (interviewer): Why were we using x's?
Jennifer: You might think like the x is Alan's height and it could be any height.
This would seem to suggest that Jennifer has settled the basic idea of what a variable is. But
shortly thereafter it becomes clear that there are still matters to consider.
David: OK, now, if I didn't know Alan's height, and I just had to say, "Well, I don't
know it so I'll just call it 'x'…."
Melissa:You could guess it.
Jennifer: You could say like, well it would just tell you to say any number.
David: Why don't I use an x and say whatever it is I'll just call it x? (umm)
Both: (puzzlement)
David: Do you like that idea, or does that feel strange?
Jennifer:It feels strange.
Melissa:No, I pretty much…[unlike her classmate, she is comfortable with using x in
this manner.]
David (addressing Jennifer): It feels strange?
Jennifer: Yes, 'cause it has to, it has to have a number. 'Cause.… Everybody in the
world has a height.
Jennifer seems to think that it would be inappropriate to use the letter x, representing any
height, to describe Alan, since Alan cannot have any height; he must have a particular height.
So the interviewer turns the discussion to another context to see if Jennifer's reaction extends
beyond the particular case at hand.
David: Oh.… OK. Well,…I'll do it a little differently. I have a little bit of money in
my pocket, OK–(to Jennifer) do you have any coins, like a nickel or
something like that?
Jennifer: All mine's in the bag [in the classroom]...
David: OK, I'll tell you what: I'll take out, I'll take out a nickel here, OK. And I'll give
that to you for now. I've got some money in here [in a wallet] can we call that
x? (hmm) Because, whatever it is, it's that, it’s the amount of money that I
have.
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Jennifer:You can't call it x because it has... if it has some money in there, you
can't just call it x because you have to count how many money [is] in
there.
David: But what if you don't know?
Jennifer: You open it and count it.
Jennifer insists that it would be improper to refer to the money in the wallet as x, since it
holds a particular amount of money. (Melissa, who likens the value of x to "a surprise",
experiences little, if any, conflict; x is simply a particular value that one does not know.) In a
sense, Jennifer finds the example inconsistent with the idea of x as a variable, that is,
something capable of taking on a range of values. And she has a point: there is something
peculiar about the fact that a variable stands for many values, yet we exemplify or instantiate
it by using an example for which only one value could hold (at a time). She eventually
reduces her conflict by treating the amount of money in the wallet as, hypothetically, able to
take on more than one value:
Jennifer:
The amount of money in there is… any money in there. And after... if
you like add five, if it was like... imagine if it was 50 cents, add five more and
it would be 55 cents.
Fifty cents is only one of many amounts that the wallet could have (in principle) held.

Conclusions
We took as our goal to illustrate how problems normally viewed as sitting squarely in the
domain of arithmetic can take on an algebraic character from the very start. This argument
has been made, in slightly different terms, by others. We find ourselves in agreement with
Kaput and Blanton's (1999) appeal for an algebrafying of the arithmetic curriculum. The
move for Early Algebra would seem to represent a new way of looking at how arithmetic is
taught and learned. As such, it is less about displacing curricula by new topics than in
looking at time-honored topics in a new light and with a new set of attitudes. We expect that
this will require a lot of investment in teacher development and, as we tried to suggest in the
present paper, an important role for classroom research that has both an applied and basic
character, where researchers and practitioners work closely together.
The children's participation in the activities involving additive functions convinced us that
third graders can begin to think about addition and subtraction as additive functions and to
understand and use algebraic notation, such as n ‡ n +3.
In the case of multiplicative functions, we found that although the children could correctly
fill in function tables, they seemed to do so with a minimal of thought about the invariant
relationship between the values in the first and second columns. Several didactical
maneuvers were introduced in an attempt to break the students habit of building up in the
tables. Within the context of a guess my rule game students were finally able to break away
from the building up strategies they had been using. We are not certain why this occurred.
One prominent feature of the guess my rule game was that there was no discernible
progression in input values to subsequent input values. This is also what happens in
everyday market situations where vendors compute individual prices and, in doing so,
develop an understanding about the correspondence of values across measure spaces. If this
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is truly an important consideration, one would suggest that we introduce function tables
without ordering the rows in a systematic fashion, for example, from smaller to greater
values.
It surprised us that the 3rd grade children were content to work with pure numbers and
numerical relations and used this context for extracting patterns and functional relationships.
Children in this school come from a multi ethnic, multi racial neighborhood, many of them
from recent immigrant families. The school ranks among those with low scores in the
compulsory standard achievement tests imposed by the state. Despite these drawbacks, we
found that the children could focus on functional relations if the tasks they are asked to solve
are conducive to examining functional relations. Surprisingly, they did not need concrete
materials to support their reasoning about numerical relations and could even deal with
notations of an algebraic nature. In fact, the introduction of algebraic notation helped them
to move from specific computation results to generalizations about how two series of
numbers are interrelated.
This short intervention opens up new possibilities for the teaching of an algebrafied
arithmetic but leaves us with many other issues to be dealt with and questions to be answered
such as: Were children simply following the steps proposed by the instructor, or were they
developing an understanding of general functions? How do they relate the numerical
relations they are able to deal with to quantities and relations included in contextualized
situations or in the description of events? These are questions we hope to answer in a new
study where we are following up a group of 48 children from grade 2 to 4 as they participate
in activities aimed at bringing out the algebraic character of arithmetic.
The children in the study had to deal with the fact that the quantitative relations referred to
particular numbers and measures on one hand (and in that sense were arithmetical), and were
meant to express general properties not bound to particular values, on the other (and in this
sense were algebraic). Reasoning about variable quantities and their interrelations would
seem to provide a stage on which the drama of mathematical variables and functions can be
acted out. However, using worldly situations to model mathematical ideas and relations
presents students with challenging issues. On some occasions children may be inclined (as
Kevin, and Melissa initially were) to instantiate variables--to assign fixed values to what
were meant to be variable quantities--without recognizing their general character. On others,
they may find it strange (as Jennifer at one point did) to use particular instances to represent
variables and functions when any instance is of a constant, unvarying nature.
In future research, we hope to explore appropriate scenarios for facilitating an understanding
of variables and functions beyond particular instantiations. Through close descriptions such
as those provided in this paper, we hope to help the mathematics education community of
researchers and practitioners uncover the true potential behind an early introduction of
algebraic concepts and notations.
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